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What Obsession Sounds Like

For more than 25 years, Definitive Technology has taken a hard line approach to
crafting precision audio and iconic design in all of our products. What drives us to
push beyond greatness is knowing that there’s a fine line between loving music and
being obsessed with it. The Wireless Collection was created for audio aficionados
with unrelenting expectations, a discerning ear and an unwavering passion for
sound, so you can obsess over every beautiful detail, everywhere in your home.

Audiophile-Grade Music, Anywhere in Your Home—Wirelessly

Enjoy crystal clear, high-fidelity wireless music streaming using the most advanced
audio technologies and driver configurations available. Definitive Technology’s
renowned full-range acoustic signature brings out the fine textures and detail in the
music you can’t live without. With the Wireless Collection, it’s never been easier to
get the room-filling sound you demand from our exclusive line of tri-polar, all-in-one
speakers and multi-channel sound bars. Stream all of your favorite online music
services like Spotify, Pandora, and Internet radio, or from your personal music library
with our DTS Play-Fi technology—all in its purest form, anywhere in your home and
from the convenience of your phone, tablet or PC.

Simple Set-Up and Use

W Studio Micro
Ultra-Slim 3.1 Wireless Sound Bar & Music Streaming System

Definitive Technology is never satisfied resting on its sonic laurels.
So, we drilled deeper into our history of producing amazing sound
from the most compact form factor to redefine the sound bar with an
ultra-slim, low profile without sacrificing studio-quality sound or best-inclass performance. The results are arguably some of our best yet. This
new Wireless Collection sound bar blends seamlessly into any home
environment with its compact design and it won’t block the bottom edge
of your TV. Plus, the W Studio Micro includes integrated DTS Play-Fi
technology so you can stream all of your favorite online music services,
Internet radio, or your personal music library from your phone, tablet, or
PC using the Definitive Technology app.

Connect and set up your Wireless Collection products in minutes using the free
Definitive Technology iOS, Android and Kindle apps. Download and open the
Definitive Technology app, connect your wireless product in a few easy steps,
and start streaming wireless music to any room of your home—control is right at
your fingertips.

Utility App

Measuring a sleek 1.75” in height with a beautiful brushed dark
aluminum top panel along with the included 8” wireless subwoofer, the
W Studio Micro is a true game-changer in the high-performance sound
bar landscape. Housed within the sound bar are independent amplifiers
that power seven different drivers—four 1”x 3” drivers and three 1”
aluminum dome tweeters—for elevated sound quality and impact.
What’s more, you get optimized listening modes for music and TV/
movies, plus center channel and subwoofer volume control—accessible
via the sound bar or the included remote control. Both pleasing to the
eye as it is to the ear, ultra-slim never sounded this amazing.

Product Specification and Information
• Sound Bar:
1.78” H x 43.39” W x 3.25”D
(45.2mm H x 1102 mm W x 82.55mm D)
(height includes the feet)

• Subwoofer:
14” H x 12.54” W x 12.54” D
(355.6mm H x 318.5 mm W x 318.5mm D)
• Product weight: 24.9 lb (11.3 kg)
soundbar and subwoofer
• Shipping weight : 35.9 lb (16.28 kg)
• Driver Configuration: (4) 1” x 3”
mid-woofers w/ neodymium magnets
(3) 1” aluminum dome tweeters
w/ neodymium magnets
W Studio Micro

•Processing: Dolby Digital 5.1, DTS-HD,
SRS TruSurround
• Inputs/Outputs: Two optical inputs; One
AUX input; One wired subwoofer output; One
IR input; One IR output; One USB for
firmware updates and Ethernet connection
(when used with USB-to-Ethernet adapter, not provided)

• Wireless Connectivity: 2.4GHz, 5GHz
• Supported Surround Formats:
Dolby Digital, DTS
• Subwoofer Driver Complement:
One 8” long throw woofer

Wireless Collection

• Carton Dimensions:
20.9”H x 47.2” W x 15.75” D
(530.9mm H x 1198.9mm W x 400mm D)
• Included in box: Sound bar, wireless
subwoofer, power supply for sound
bar, power cable for sound bar,
power cable for subwoofer, optical
cable, remote control (batteries
included), quick start guide, and
important product information booklet
• Part #: VGBC-A
• UPC: 093207100253
• Warranty: 1 year parts and labor
• Unit of Measure: EA
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